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1 INTRODUCTION 
Excessive noise can affect the working and living of people, harming their hearing 
ability, decreasing the efficiency of their working, and it can even cause very serious in-
jury. With the development of modern industry, transportation and defense application, 
noise and vibration control has attracted more and more attention. Engineers have been 
working hard to to control the noise levels in the environment. Some example approaches 
include: reducing the radiating ability of sound source, blocking the propagation path 
of sound energy, and absorbing sound energy using special materials. Generally speak-
ing, the acoustic control methods can be divided into "passive" control and "active" 
control. The passive noise control methods mainly include: noise absorption and noise 
isolation. These two methods use similar mechanism to reduce the noise, i.e. to reduce 
the sound energy via the interaction between sound waves and sound absorbing material 
or absorbing sound energy into structural vibrations which are damped using damping 
materials. Although these passive methods are very effective in high frequency region, 
they are not satisfactory in low frequency regions (especially below 200 - 300H z). As 
a result, to achieve acceptable broadband noise suppression, the passive techniques will 
require messy and high-volume of acoustic materials, which is impractical. 
Over the last few decades, the active control of sound and vibration (at audio fre-
quencies) has emerged as a viable and effective technology to address this problem. 
Recent advances in active control have been propelled by the rapid technology growth 
in affordable and practical digital signal processing chips, improvements in transducer 
technology and emerging of robust control theory. The range of frequencies that is im-
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portant in the control of acoustic noise and associated vibrations lie in the audible range 
of 20 to 20, OOOH z. Disturbances above 1, OOOH z can usually be handled by passive 
techniques. The active control has its use in low frequency range (50 - lOOOH z) [1). 
1.1 Historical Perspective 
The beginnings of active noise control (ANC) date back to early 1930s when Paul 
Lueg filed his patent on noise control technique [2), since then, there are have been 
considerable advances in theory and practice of ANC methodology. 
In 1933, German scientist Paul Lueg applied for his patent on "Process of Silencing 
Sound Oscillation" and got his patent in 1934. The principle idea behind Leug's patent 
was: two overlapping sound waves cause interference which can reduce or enhance the 
acoustic energy. This patent is considered to be the first design of ANC system [3]. 
Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic of Leug's patent. The disturbance source located upstream 
(at location A) produces a longitudinal propagating wave S1, the sensing microphone, 
M, located downstream senses the sound pressure due to sound wave S1 and produces 
an electrical signal. This signal is passed through an amplifier V before sending it to 
speaker L, which is spatially separated from microphone such that the sinusoidal wave 
form S2 produced by speaker L has 180° phase shift but same amplitude as S1 . That is 
the sound wave from the speaker is the "mirror image" of the original sinusoid and the 
overlapping of the waves produces cancelling effect. It is to be noted that only the sound 
wave at a specified frequency can be cancelled by this technique, whereas sound waves at 
other frequencies can in fact be magnified. Lueg had a very good understanding of the 
basic mechanism of active noise control. The sound wave travels at a lower speed in the 
air compared to the electronic signal in the cable, which enables the electric circuit and 
controller transducer to process the signal from microphone in timely manner to produce 
the counteracting wave at the control speaker. The performance of AN C system depends 
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on noise frequency, noise bandwidth, and the physical characteristics of the system [2]. 
To get good noise reduction two conditions needs to be satisfied: the time delay for the 
sound wave to travel from the microphone to the speaker can be accurately determined 
and the electronic circuit must have a linear transfer function. The second condition 
was hard to satisfy as the technology was not much advanced in 1930s, and as a result, 
Lueg's idea didn't gain much attention for almost two decades. 
v 
Figure 1.1 Leug's patent 
,-Microphone 
Loudspeaker A rls 
,Ampllf!er 
-Incident sound -
Figure 1.2 Olson's electronic sound absorber 
In 1953, Olson and May developed another active noise control system shown in 
Fig. 1.2 [4). Olson's electronic sound absorber includes a cavity with sound-absorbing 
material attached at the end, a microphone, an amplifier and a speaker. The cone-surface 
of the speaker can be controlled to move in such a pattern that the sound pressure at 
the microphone can be controlled to approach zero. Olson's method to create the "quiet 
zone" is pretty similar to Lueg but Olson's method was very ingenious for: Olson used 
sound-absorbing materials to deal with the feedback of the sound wave from the speaker, 
and the good linearity of the electronic units and the collocation of the speaker and the 
microphone, which reduced the phase shift significantly. The drawback of this approach 
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was its efficiency was not satisfactory over a relatively wider frequency band and the 
noise reduction was limited to a very samll area, which limited the applicability of 
Olson's electronic sound absorber. However, Olson proposed many possible applications 
of his design, In [5], Olson suggested that his sound absorber can be used for creating 
silencing zone near drivers of automobiles and aircrafts, electronic earmuffs, electronic 
helmets, and noise control in ducts. In Leug's approach, theoretically, if the frequency is 
limited to below the cut-on frequency of the first cross mode of the duct, the sound can 
be completely cancelled downstream from the speaker, whereas in the system of Olson 
and May, when arranged for free-field radiation control as Fig. 1.2, can only cancel the 
sound locally [l]. 
Figure 1.3 Conover's experiment result 
Another parallel effort at that time was pussued by W. B. Conover [6]. Conovor's ex-
periment used a 15, OOOKV electrical transformer and several speakers placed very close 
to the surface of the transformer. The experiments showed that a 10 dB reduction can 
be achieved at the front end of the electrical transformer, however, the sound pressure 
became worse for the pole angles bigger than 30 degrees. Nevertheless, Conover induced 
the concepts of reference signal and error sensor. Since the noise from the electrical 
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transformer was dominated by sinusoid tones, which were multiples of the electrical 
line frequency, a reference signal obtained from the electrical line could be used in the 
controller to generate the control signal. Also in Conover's experiments, a detective mi-
crophone was used to monitor the sound field to tune the controller's output. Although 
some good strides were made in ANC techniques during this period, its practical ap-
plication was still limited due to the limitations of analog electronic techniques, which 
could not provide precise control, temporal stability , and reliability. 
A real boost to ANC came through with with the development of digital signal 
processing techniques [7, 8, 9], where the whole process of signal sampling and processing 
are done in digital domain with high-speed DSP (digital signal processing) board and 
digital signal processing techniques. With the development of DSP techniques and the 
adaptive control theory, ANC became easier to realize. However, the real progress in 
ANC was still largely limited due to lack of physical understanding of the acoustic 
wave dynamics to a great depth. Since then, leading researches spent considerable time 
in understanding of physics behind ANC. One example of such effort is the work by 
Nelson and Elliott [10]. This work in ANC was also based on destructive interference 
of sound field. Nelson and Elliott have studied the minimum acoustic power output 
of arrays of point sources: when the secondary sources are close to the primary source 
(in term of wavelength), large attenuations of sound are achieved. In this case the 
primary and secondary sources in effect are combined together to achieve a compact high-
order sound source (dipole, quadrapole, etc.) with a lower overall radiation efficiency 
and the sound level are thus controlled globally. When the second source is far from 
the primary source (in term of wave length) the reduction is poor and the resultant 
radiated sound will be an interference with local minima and maxima. Thus for good 
performance, the second source should be close to the primary source and the required 
spacing decreases with frequency. The mechanism of control in this case is that the 
secondary source radiates sound toward the primary and lowers the radiation resistance 
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that the primary source "sees". In another approach, if the secondary sources were 
constructed from sources which only radiate sound outwards (such as cardioidal sources) 
then the reduction of the sound in the far-field could be achieved without generating 
a control field which propagates towards the primary source. In this case, the primary 
source must radiate sound which propagate to and is absorbed by the secondary sources. 
Jessel and Mangiante's control strategies were based on this principle [11 ]. In summary, 
there were three main approach to ANC: (1) local minimization, where an interference 
field is created with local minima and maxima; (2) global minimization, in which the 
power output of the noise source reduced through a reduction of the radiation resistance; 
and (3) power absorption, in which the active sources absorb power from the primary 
source. 
ANC has two primary approaches: feedforward and feedback. The Leug's approach 
can be regarded as a feedforward control while Olson's approach can be considered as 
a feedback approach. In the ensuing sections, we will briefly compare the history of 
f eedf orward and feedback control methods. 
1.1.1 Era of Feedforward Control 
For several years feedforward methods were very popular as it was argued that since 
feedforward scheme doesn't alter the system dynamics, there was no risk of destabilizing 
the system (or making it any worse). These schemes required (or assumed) that the 
disturbance measuring microphone (located upstream) does not sense the output from 
the control speaker (located downstream); if it did, then it would be a feedback scenario 
with a danger of the closed-loop instabilities. This meant that the schemes could be suc-
cessfully implemented only with unidirectional microphones and speakers. In general, 
these conditions are very stringent. Nevertheless, researchers came up with ingenious 
arrangements and obtained impressive results. Most well-known are the experiments 
based on feedforward control by Ross [9, 12] and Roure [13] wherein the controller was 
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designed to perfectly cancel the acoustic noise. This involves exact knowledge of sev-
eral system transfer functions, i.e., the design needs to calculate differences -0f transfer 
functions and invert them leading to high sensitivity of the controllers to uncertainty in 
the system model. Owing to high sensitivity, the model information had to be obtained 
experimentally. This remedy, however, did not alleviate the problems as the controllers 
were very sensitive to the implementation and finite digit arithmetics and had to be im-
plemented with on-line adaptation schemes. In spite of these hurdles, their success was 
a big inspiration for much of the work in active control of acoustic noise [1] [14]. Roure 
[13] was successful in obtaining a 40 dB attenuation over the 200-600Hz bandwidth in 
industrial application - a very impressive result. However, one important drawback of 
the feedforward strategies that were used was the necessity of an on-line adaptation, not 
due to the nature of the system (acoustic duct) but due to the nature of the controller 
itself. Adaptive control comes at a price, both conceptual and practical [15). On the 
practical side, for a large bandwidth systems such as a 3-D acoustic duct, support of a 
fast digital signal processor with significant memory is essential. Therefore, the imple-
mentation of feedforward controller really got boost only after the arrival of cheap, high 
performance DSP chips [l]. Another difficulty with feedforward schemes is to ensure that 
the adaptive control algorithm will always converge. Most algorithms guarantee conver-
gence with known model, known controller order, and known persistency of excitation 
but, in general, such ideal conditions are very hard to meet. 
1.1.2 Feedback Methods 
The major hurdles in successful implementation of feedforward methods included 
availability of reference signal having strong correlation to noise source, necessity of 
online adaptation, and lack of robustness. For example, for structure-borne sound in 
aircraft it is difficult to obtain a reference signal which is strongly correlated with the 
noise producing mechanism. This makes feedforward control very ineffective. With the 
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advances in robust control methodologies coupled with knowledge gained in feedforward 
control schemes made it possible to develop closed-loop stable feedback control methods. 
Moreover, feedback methods have natural robustness compared to feedforward methods 
which is inherent in the architecture. 
A considerable amount of research has been done in feedback control of acoustic 
noise in reverberant enclosures. A comparison of LQG, rate feedback, and filtered-x LMS 
algorithm was presented in [16) for SISO feedback control of structure-acoustic dynamics. 
This work showed that there is a definite rationale to work with feedback methods. 
Other Literature on feedback include [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. All this literature warrants 
thorough investigation of feedback control for ANC. However, the literature addressing 
control of acoustic-structure interaction problems is very limited. Most of the work in 3-
D acoustic modelling and control has focused on the basic wave equation with possibly 
discrete point sources of acoustic disturbances. Besides [10], Dr. Pota and Kelkar's 
paper [23] presents closed-form mathematical models for an acoustic duct with general 
boundary conditions, also in [23], based on the basic wave equation, finite dimensional 
approximations of infinite dimensional models using quartic functions is provided, with 
which passive-based controller are used to achieve broadband noise reduction in 1-D duct 
where noise and control coming from the same channel. In [24, 25] and [26], the acoustic-
structure interaction control for 2-D and 3-D enclosures is discussed to reduce the sound 
pressure levels using a PDE-based modelling technique. The experimental results on 
control of acoustic radiation from a plate were given in [27]. An alternate derivation 
of 3-D rectangular acoustic enclosure is given in [28], which is easy to understand from 
controls perspective. The 1£00 design was used in [29] to control the unwanted noise in 
a cylindrical acoustic cavity. In [30] and [31] LQG / 1£00 method and minimax LQG 
approach were used for active noise control in acoustic duct, respectively. Recently, 
in [32], results on analytical modelling, system identification, and feedback control of 
acoustic-structure interaction dynamics in 3-D enclosure was presented. 
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Among the feedback control strategies, LQG controller can not only be tuned to 
penalize each modes, it also overcomes the need to measure the entire state by estimating 
the state using a Kalman filter (33]; passivity-based controller can guarantee the stability 
after passification, 1/,00 controller can both shape the closed-loop bode plot for nominal 
plant, and also guarantee the stability if the uncertainty bound is considered in 1/,00 
design (34]. Furthermore, LQG and 1/,00 controllers design can be easily obtained with 
MATLAB software [35, 36], so these three kinds of control methods are used in this 
thesis. 
1.2 Applications of Active Noise Control 
Applications of ANC are numerous. ANC techniques are primarily useful in low 
frequency region where passive methods are not effective and are cumbersome to use. 
Also, high frequency acoustic modes are well damped and do not pose great difficulty 
compared to low frequency modes. The success of ANC in casting low frequency noise 
can benefit various sections of society. Given Below is the list of some examples which 
has motivated this research: [37]: 
• Tran8portation: noise attenuation inside automobiles, aircraft cabins, ship engine 
rooms, heavy equipment operator cabins, active engine mounts, snowmobiles, he-
licoper cabins, diesel locomotives, electronic mufflers for exhaust systems, etc. 
• Hou8ehold Appliance8: Air-conditioning ducts, window air-conditioners, refriger-
ators, washing machines, driers, furnaces, dehumidifiers, lawn mowers, vacuum 
cleaners, etc. 
• Indu8trial: Fans, air ducts, chimneys, transformers, blowers, compressors, pumps, 
chain saws, wind tunnels, noisy machinery, debarring tools, high pressure air and 
coolant hoses, etc. 
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1.3 Objectives and Organization of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives analytical development 
of dynamic model for a 3 - D enclosure followed by the system identification process and 
experimental results. The dynamic models are derived both in time as well as frequency 
domain. This chapter also deals with the uncertainty modelling. Chapter 3 presents 
control design formulation for linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) design. Control system 
analysis and synthesis are provided along with robustness formulation. Simulation as 
well as experimental results are given to demonstrate control effectiveness. Chapter 4 
presents robust control design based on passivity theory. Both, constant-gain as well as 
dynamic, controllers are designed and implemented. Simulation as well as experimental 
results are provided. Chapter 5 gives another robust control design method using 1£00 
theory. Finally, chapter 6 compares various controllers results and provides direction for 
future research. 
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2 MODELLING OF 3 - D ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURE 
In this chapter, a general mathematical model is derived for a 3 - D acoustic enclo-
sure with hard boundaries. The mathematical model, in differential equation form, is 
converted into frequency as well as time domain finite dimensional approximate models 
suitable for control design. Mathematical model also accounts for the structure-acoustic 
interaction dynamics as a result of one of the boundary being a vibrating boundary 
surface. Analytical model is compared to the system identification-based model using 
laboratory test article built to conduct experimental verification of the theoretical re-
sults. Section 2.1 gives development of analytical model followed by the experimental 
setup and system identification presented in Sections 2.6 and 2.3, respectively. Finally, 
Section 2.4 presents uncertainty characterization and modelling, which will be used later 
in robust control design. 
2.1 Mathematical Model of 3 - D Acoustic Enclosure 
Consider a 3- D acoustic enclosure (shown in Fig. 2.1) with a part of one boundary 
surface representing a vibrating plant (denoted by S1). The boundary surface denoted 
by S1 consists of a vibrating plate which can be set into vibrations to generate -acoustic 
disturbance using the piezo-actuator attached at the center of the plate. Consider a 
coordinate system xyz with the xy plane coinciding with the plane of the vibrating 
plate. The variables iJ(t,x,y,z), p(t,x,y,z), p(t,x,y,z) and w(t,x,y) represent fluid 







Figure 2.1 Schematic of 3 - D acoustic enclosure 
equilibrium, and transverse displacement of the plate, respectively. p0 and p0 are acoustic 
pressure and fluid density at equilibrium, respectively. f (t, x, y) and F(t) represent 
externally applied force on the plate due to acoustic pressure from an exterior noise 
field and the force from the piezo-actuator acting at the point (x0 , y0 ) on the plate and 
normal to the plate, respectively. The development that follows is taken from [32] for 
completeness. 
2.1.1 Dynamics of Acoustic-Structure Interaction 
The governing equation of the vibrating boundary S1 can be expressed as 
fJ2w 
D'V4w + hpp atz = F(t)<5(x - x0 )<5(y - y0 ) + J(t, x, y) 
with boundary conditions: 
w(t, 0, y) 
w(t,lx,Y) 




aw(t, 0, y) = 0 
ax 
aw(t, lx, y) = 0 
ax 





w(t, x, ly) = 0, aw(t, x, ly) ----=0 By 
In Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), hand Pp are the thickness and density of the plate, respectively. 
E is the Young's modulus, v is the Poisson's ratio, D = 12(~~:2 ) is the flexural rigidity 
of the plate, and lx and ly are the measures of the plate. 
Using assumed modes method, the solution for w(·) can be given by 
w(t, x, y) = L qf (t)V;i(x, y) (2.3) 
where, qf (t) are the modal coordinates and V;i(x, y) are the corresponding normal mode 
shapes obtained from solving the homogeneous part of Eq. (2.1). After introducing the 
modal damping (f for all modes, we obtain the governing dynamics for the vibrating 
plate as follows 
where, wi are the natural frequencies of the plate and forcing functions fi(t) are given 
by 
fi(t) = ~ J Is f (t, x, y)V;i(x, y)dS (2.5) 
For the closed 3 - D enclosure under consideration, the dynamics of acoustic system 
can be given by the non-homogeneous wave equation as follows 
with boundary condition: 
Vp(t, x, y, z) · fi = 0 on all boundary surfaces (2.6) 
where, u(t) is the baffle acceleration of the speaker located at (x1 , y1 , z1 ) and is considered 
as the control input, wu(t, x, y) is the accelerate of the plate. Again using assumed modes 
approach, we assume the solution of Eq. (2.6) as 




where, qj(t) are the modal coordinates and </>j(x, y, z) are the corresponding normal 
mode shapes of the acoustic system. Following similar steps as in the derivation of the 
plate, we obtain 
2 2 
i/j(t) + 2(jflj<]j(t) + nJqj(t) = C~o L aiAf (t) - C~o <Pj(X1, Y1, z1)u(t) (2.8) 
i 
where, (j are modal damping ratios, nj are the natural frequencies of the enclosed 
acoustic media, V is the enclosure volume, and O'.ij are the coefficients given by 
(2.9) 
Let the state variable vector be defined as X = { ( qf, qf, i = 1, · · · , np), ( qj, qj, j = 
1, · · ·, na)}, where np and na are the number of structural and acoustic modes, respec-
tively, of the system after truncating the high frequency modes. For the configuration 
where sensing microphone is located at (x2 , y2 , z2), the state equation of the acoustic-
structure interaction dynamics with piezo voltage as input can be written from Eqs. 
(2.4) and Eq. (2.8) as follows 
Matrices E, AF, BF, and DF are given by 
E = [ ;:: ;,, ] 
B = h~S1 [ B~i l 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
where, Eu = I and Au = diag(Ai1) are square matrices of order np, E22 = I and 
A22 = diag(A~2 ) are block-wise square matrices, B11 is a np x r matrix, and D 11 is a 
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np x 1 matrix. Moreover, matrices E 21 , An, A22 , En, and Du are given as follows 
0 0 0 0 
0 au 0 o:1np 
2 E _ CoPo (2.12) 21 - ---v 
0 0 0 0 
0 !'.Ynal 0 !'.Ynanp 
(2.13) 




</>n (xu, Yu) </>u ( X1r, Y1r) 
Bu= (2.15) 
0 0 





If we place k microphones in the position of (xi, Yi, zi), i = 1, · · ·, k, the outputs of the 
system can be written as P(t) = (p(t,x 1 ,y1,zi),···,p(t,xk?yk?zk)f. Since matrix Eis 
16 
invertible, the state-space model can be re-written as 
p(t) Cx(t) (2.17) 
where 
C = [C~ c; (2.18) 
C matrix has k rows, and each Ci has the form 
i = 1,· ··,k (2.19) 
For single-input-single-output (SISO) system, if we let f(t,x 1,y1) = 0 and take 
Laplace transform of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8), we get 








Q·(s) = Js2 ~ aij¢i(x11,Y11) . F(s) 
3 s2 + Y·w·s + w2 ~ s2 + 2(w·s + w2 ':,J J J i=l i i i 
(2.22) 
2 
where, J = v~~051 • Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (2.7), we can obtain a Sf SO 
transfer function for the output being the acoustic pressure measured at the microphone 
located at (x0 , y0 , z0 ) and input being the force applied by the piezo as 
(2.23) 
Although in configuration of interest, there is only one control input, one disturbance 
input and one measurement output, one can expand the analysis to multi-input multi-
output (lvf I MO) case, easily with state-space model. 
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2.1.2 Total Energy of the System 
For active noise control, the control law is obtained by minimization of some appro-
priate cost function. For acoustic noise control application an appropriate cost function 
would be the total acoustic energy of the system. Since minimization of such cost 
function would result in a control law that will cause extraction of total energy of the 
system in the closed-loop. This Section is devoted to the derivation of acoustic energy 
expression for the 3 - D enclosure under consideration [32]. The energy function is then 
expressed as the quadratic function of the state vector, which can naturally fit into the 
cost function used in many optimal control formulations. 
2.1.2.1 Energy of the vibrating boundary 
The kinetic energy, Kp, and the potential energy, Up, of the vibrating boundary 
(plate) can be expressed as follows 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Using Eq. (2.3), the kinetic energy and potential energy of the plate at any time instant 
can be calculated as 
Kp(t) = h;p L(qf)2 
i 
(2.26) 
Up(t) = ~ L(qf) 2w[ 
i 
(2.27) 
The total vibrational energy of the plate at any time instance is then given by 
(2.28) 
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2.1.2.2 Energy in the acoustic field of the enclosure 
The kinetic and potential energy densities of the acoustic field are given by [38] 
E;(x, y, z, t) = ~Polv(x, y, z, t)j 2 (2.29) 
E~(x, y, z, t) = ~p2 (x, y, z, t) 
2poc0 
(2.30) 
The acoustic dynamics inside the enclosure can be given by the following wave equation 
1 ap(x, y, z, t) .... ....( ) c5 at +Po'\/· v x, y, z, t = 0 
av(x, y, z, t) ( ) 
Po at + '\lp x, y, z, t = 0 
Now using Eq. (2.7), we can write 
'\lp(x, y, z, t) = L qf(t)'\1¢i(x, y, z) 
Similarly, from Eq. (2.32), we can get 
v(x, y, z, t) = L Vj(t)V<Pj(x, y, z) 
j 





It can be easily proved that '\12</>j(x, y, z) form a set of orthogonal functions and '\72 </Jj(x, y, z) 
and <Pj(x, y, z) are orthogonal to each other, i.e., 
l['\12 </Ji(x, y, z)]['\12</>j(x, y, z)]dV = 6ij/3j 
[l<Pi(x, y, z)'\12</>j(x, y, z)]dV = 6;j''/j 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
where, Oij is Kronecker delta function. Multiplying Eq. (2.34) by '\1 2</>j(x, y, z) and then 
integrating over V, we get 
( ) 1 "/j ·a ( ) v· t = ---q. t 
1 Poc5 /3j 1 
(2.37) 
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vis now given by 
v(x, y, z, t) = -~ 2: 131j izj(t)\i' </>j(x, y, z) PoCo j j (2.38) 
The total energy of the acoustic field at any time instant can be given by 
Ea(t) = f)E!(x, y, z, t) + E~(x, y, z, t)]dV 
1 ~[( a)2 r} ( ·a)2] 
2p c2 ~ qj + /3·c2 qj 
0 0 j J 0 
(2.39) 
2.1.2.3 Total energy of the enclosure 
From Eqs. (2.28) and (2.39), the total energy of the acoustic-structure interaction 
system (enclosure) at any time instant can be written as 
E(t) Ep(t) + Ea(t) 
~[L(Dwf (qf) 2 + hpp(izf) 2 ) 
i 
+ ~((qa)2 + ~(qa)2)] 





Equation 2.40 gives the total energy of the system in the form of the quadratic function 
of the states of the system which can be used in the cost function for control design. 
2. 2 Experimental Set-up 
To verify the mathematical model derived in Section 2.1, an experimental setup was 
built in our laboratory. The 3 - D enclosure in Fig. 2.2 is a representative of the 
acoustic-structure dynamics observed in real life situation such as in aircraft cabins, 
where the vibrations of the fuselage walls cause excitation of interior noise. The test 
article consists of a 3-D rectangular wooden box with one of the boundary surface made 
of aluminum plate. The aluminum plate can be excited by a piezo-actuator (external 
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Figure 2.2 Front and rear view of lab apparatus 
input), located at the center of the plate. Vibrating plate can excite acoustic noise inside 
the enclosure. Another external input can be provided by the speaker mounted at the 
center of the opposite boundary surface. Both of these external inputs can be treated 
as either as disturbance or control input. In the work presented here, piezo is used as 
the disturbance input and speaker is used as the control input. The feedback sensor is 
the microphone located inside of the enclosure at ( 6. 75" , 7" , 11.25") , as shown in Fig. 
2.5. One problem with the boundary condition for the clamped-clamped plate is that 
it poses difficulty in obtaining closed-form analytical model of the system. As it will 
be seen later analytical model obtained using approximations to overcome this problem 
doesn't fit the experimental response as good as the identified model. 
The data acquisition system used is dSpace 1103 board with associated user friendly 
software which allows real-time data capture, display, and on-line tuning of controller 
gains. The control system is integrated using RE ALT I ME WORKSHOP and SI MU LINK 
toolbox in lvl AT LAB. The sine sweep excitation is generated using SRT785 Spectrum 
Analyzer from Stanford Research. Signal conditioning units from PCB Piezotronics and 
Krohn-Hite are used to process the sensed output. Inputs to piezo and speaker are gen-
erated using piezo-amplifier built in house and RCA PA system amplifier, respectively. 
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Figure 2.3 Picture of 3 - D enclosure with instruments and control com-
puter 
Details of main instruments are given as follows: 
• AC P 12-cha:nnel signal conditioner: model 483B21; 
• Stanford Research dynamic · signai analyzer (spectrum analyzer): model S RT785; 
• Amplifier for piezo-actuator: model M EC 005; 
• RCA amplifier for speaker: model ST A '1 3880; 
• Low pass filter: model KROHN - HITE 3202; 
• Data acquisition system: dSpace 1103 board with ACE kit, 
• Computer: PII 400MHz process with MATLAB 5.3 with SIMULINK and 
REALTIME WORKSHOP. 
The speaker's frequency response is shown in Fig. 2.4 , and it is modelled together with 
the amplifier in our research [23). The physical parameters of the test-article are given 
in Table 2.1. 
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Speaker Frequency Response (spe-) 20.--------------------, 
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Figure 2.4 Experimental speaker frequency response 
Figure 2.5 Rear view showing microphone location 
The analytical model derived in Section 2.1 was used with the parameters given in 
Table 2.1 to obtain natural frequencies of the system. The estimate of the damping 
for different modes is extremely difficult to obtain. Also the natural frequncies of the 
clamped plate can not be obtained accurately. Table 2.2 gives first 28 natural frequncies 
of the system obtained from analytical model. In this table, * indicates frequency 
missing in analytical model and tt indicates frequency missing in experimental data. 
These will be compared later with the experimental data. As mentioned prevously, a 
more accurate model of the system can be obtained using system identification methods 











Condi ti one 
Disturbance Input 
Amplifier 
Figure 2.6 Schematic of experimental set-up for control 
Table 2.1 Parameters for 3 - D lab apparatus 
Parameter value Parameter Value 
lx 0.3048 m ly 0.3810 m 
lz 0.7874 m a 0.0063 m 
b 0.2985 m c 0.0063 m 
d 0.3747 m h 0.000813 m 
E 71*109 N/m2 µ 0.33 
p 2810 kg/m3 Co 343 m/s 
Po 1.13 kg/m3 Xo 0.1270 m 
Yo 0.1524 m Zo 0.3112 m 
X1 0.1524 m Y1 0.1905 m 
and control design models obtained with these techniques. 
2.3 System Identification 
System identification is the process of deriving a mathematical model of a physical 
system using experimental data. System identification is a very important tool in control 
design since more accurate the model is, more effective the controller is based on this 
design model. Analytical methods seldom give highly accurate models for intricate 
real life systems and has to rely on system identification models. Here Eigensystem 
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Table 2.2 Comparison of analytical and experimental frequencies 
Mode no. Frequency (Hz) 
Analytical Experimental 
1 37.5 32.0 
2 * 62.4 
3 80.8 73.0 
4 80.8 83.6 
5 * 97.7 
6 * 99.8 
7 106.4 Ill.I 
8 149.8 ti 
9 153.2 143.7 
10 217.8 ti 
11 221.4 ti 
12 222.l 224.5 
13 * 236.0 
14 254.4 254.5 
15 264.8 264.8 
16 * 272.3 
17 * 280.3 
18 323.4 311.6 
18 337.l 319.1 
19 382.3 381.0 
20 384.6 tt 
21 425.7 416.7 
22 * 423.5 
23 435.6 ti 
24 438.4 tt 
25 450.1 454.5 
26 453.6 tt 
27 453.6 ~ 
28 498.0 479.0 
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Realization Algorithm (ERA) based system identification method is used. 
2.3.1 System Identification with ERA Method 
Modal amplitudes 
Reconatructlon and rison with data 
Figure 2.7 Flowchart for the ERA 
ERA method is a very effective system identification method used in discrete domain. 
If we apply an impulse sequence to a system, then the output sequence directly yields 
Markov parameters of the system. ERA algorithm uses these Markov parameters to 
generate system model. The computational steps for system identification with ERA 
method are below and depicted in flow chart given in Fig. 2. 7 [39]. 
1) Construct a block Hankel matrix H(O) by arranging the Markov parameters (pulse 
response samples) into blocks. 
2) Decompose H(O) using singular value decomposition. 
3) Determine the order of the system by examining the singular values of the Hankel 
matrix H(O). 
4) Construct a minimum order realization, using a shifted block Hankel Matrix H(l). 
5) Find the eigensolution of the realized state matrix and transform the realized 
model to modal coordinates to calculate the system damping and frequencies. 
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6) Calculate the modal amplitude coherence and mode singular values to quantify 
the system and noise modes. 
7) Determine the reduced system model based on the accuracy indicators computed 
in step 6, reconstruct Markov parameters and compare with the measured Markov pa-
rameters. 
Table 2.3 First 20 modes of the 3 - D acoustic enclosure 
No Freq(Hz) Damp,%, msv,% mci,% moi,% 
1 99.759 1.620 100.0 7.6 50.7 
2 264.826 0.976 96.5 5.8 97.8 
3 62.355 23.704 89.5 84.9 31.1 
4 224.522 1.757 71.1 6.1 76.8 
5 236.012 1.572 61.6 4.0 83.2 
6 290.117 0.640 59.1 1.9 81.7 
7 41.290 33.921 57.7 50.7 20.6 
8 143.684 100.0 47.9 100.0 42.9 
9 254.532 0.369 47.0 0.5 93.2 
10 97.728 2.186 46.6 2.2 49.8 
11 44.801 8.499 45.6 8.0 23.3 
12 31.991 25.086 44.1 22.5 16.0 
13 272.282 2.437 39.4 2.4 97.4 
14 280.281 3.053 30.5 1.9 96.4 
15 311.633 0.241 29.2 0.2 86.5 
16 242.454 6.628 25.8 2.7 88.0 
17 111.129 2.454 19.7 0.5 53.3 
18 83.552 2.154 19.3 0.4 43.2 
19 319.101 0.678 17.7 0.2 98.5 
20 73.047 13.100 16.3 1.6 37.0 
The system identification toolbox SOCIT developed at NASA Lanley Research Cen-
ter [39] based on above ERA algorithm was used to obtain transfer functions needed 
for control design. The frequency range of interest was 20 - 450 Hz, since low frequency 
models are hard to control by passive means. Table 2.3 gives first 20 modes with var-
ious indices that are used by SOCIT to rank the the modes. These indices are msv 
(normalized mode singular values), and the corresponding frequencies, msv (normalized 
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mode singular values), mci (modal controllability index), and moi (modal controllability 
index). From Table 2.3 we can easily see that the 1st (99.757Hz), 2nd (264.826Hz), 
4th (224.522Hz), 5th (236.012Hz), 6th (290.117Hz) and 9th (254.532Hz) modes have 
prominent peaks and should be included in the design model. The state-space model of 









where, u(t) is the controller input (speaker input), d(t) is the disturbance input (piezo 
force), Bu is the input matrix related to the piezo input, Ed is the input matrix related 
to the disturbance input, Du is the direct transmission from u(t), and Dd is the direct 
transmission from d(t). Matrices A, Bu, Ed, Cm, Du, and Dd can be obtained by ERA 
method, once we decide how many modes need to be included in the design model. 
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 give comparison of the magnitude and phase plots for the ex-
perimental data and identified models for control input. From the Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 we 
can see that the amplitude of the estimated and measured transfer functions match very 
well under 300H z, and difference in the phase plots is within acceptable range. 
Also, since ERA method is based on generalized Hankel matrices obtained from the 
Markov Parameters using pulse response data, the frequency response match is much 
better in distrete domain compared to continuous domain. This is one limiting factor in 
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Figure 2.8 Magnitude of the estimated and measured FRF's 
2.4 Characterization of System Uncertainty 
As discussed in the previous section, the mathematical model of the system derived 
analytically or through system identification is often approximate and/ or erroneous. 
That means, when such a model is used for control design, stability of control system 
depends on the robustness of the controller to modelling errors and uncertainties. The 
design methodologies for robust controller often require some sort of uncertainty char-
acterization in terms of low the uncertainty is modelled and what kind of norm bound 
it satisfies. This section will present the uncertainty characterization used in the work 
of this thesis. The main uncertainty to be considered is the uncertainty arising from 
the spillover (unmodelled high frequency) dynamics. A suitable uncertainty model that 
describe this type of uncertainty is additive uncertainty as shown in Fig. 2.10. The true 
plant (transfer function) is assumed to be of the form: 
P(s) = P0 (s) + ~A(s) (2.43) 
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Estimate and measured transfer function(phase) from pizeo to mic 
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Figure 2.9 Phase of the estimated and measured FRF's 
Figure 2.10 Additive uncertainty of the plant 
where, P0 (s) represents the nominal transfer function (design model) and .6.A(s) rep-
resents the additive uncertainty. If .6.A(s) is written as, .6.A(s) = .6.(s).6.max(s), where 
.6.max ( s) is a suitable weighting transfer function and .6. ( s) is an uncertain transfer func-
tion such that ll.6.A(s)il ::S ll.6.max(s)ll. That is the transfer function ll.6.(s)ll satisfies the 
1-£00 norm bound: 
(2.44) 
Figure 2.11 shows uncertainty configuration where .6.max(s) and .6.(s) appear in se-
ries. The configuration of Fig. 2.11 will be useful in the analysis and design of robust 
controllers later in the thesis. An augmented plant P(s), in Fig. 2.11 is used as the 








Figure 2.11 Standard form of additive uncertainty 
The uncertainty weighting transfer function Llmax ( s) is chosen such that 
IP(jw) - Po(jw)I :S ILimax(jw)I (2.45) 
where, P(jw) is the measured frequency response for the entire frequency range and 
P0 (jw) is the frequency response for the approximated model. For example, for the 
system under consideration, high frequency dynamics above 350 Hz was considered as 
an additive uncertainty LlA(s), Llmax(s) was then chosen to bound LlA(s). 
Magnitude plots of Llmax(jw) and jP(jw) - P0 (jw)I are shown in Fig. 2.12. Note 
that Llmax selected does not satisfy Eq. (2.45) at all frequencies. This is done intention-
ally to obtain the controller with desired control authority. These are some practical 
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Figure 2.12 Additive uncertainty bounds 
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3 LQG ROBUST CONTROL 
In the previous chapter, we established the mathematical model of 3 - D acoustic 
enclosure using both analytical and system identification techniques. In this chapter, 
we present a robust and optimal controller design based on Linear Quadratic Gaussian 
(LQG) theory using identified system model. The simulation and experimental results 
are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control design. 
3.1 Formulation of LQG Design 
The LQG-based control design combines linear quadratic (LQ) with Kalman filter to 
derive controller. The regulator design is based on full state feedback and is independent 
of Kalman filter design. Regulator and Kalman Filter can be designed independently 
based on a well known separation principle [40]. Given below is the formulations of LQG 
controller design where controller state-space description is obtained in the closed form. 
Let the plant be described by the following linear state equations: 
i:(t) 
m(t) 
Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bdd(t) 
Cmx(t) + Duu(t) + ((t) 
Yp(t) m(t) (performance output is same as the sensed output) 
(3.1) 
where u(t) is the control input, d(t) is the disturbance input, ((t) is the measurement 
noise, Yp(t) is the performance output, and m(t) is the measurement output. ((t) is as-
sumed to be zero-mean white noise process. The model obtained by system identification 
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toolbox SOCIT can be written in the form given by Eq. (3.1). 
The performance function for LQG design is given as: 
J = E { ~ fo00 [x(tf Qx(t) + uT (t)Ru(t)] dt} (3.2) 
where, E is the expectation operator and weighting matrices Q = QT 2 0 and R = RT > 
0. The LQG feedback gain approaches a constant value far from the final time, and the 
Kalman Filter Gain approaches a constant value far from the initial time. For long 
time intervals, both gains are approximately constant over most of the interval. That is, 
the steady-state solutions of these gains tend to be constant and use of these constant 
state feedback and Kalman gains simplifies the implementation of the controller. The 
steady-state control input is given by following state-feedback control law: 
u(t) ..:.._ -Kx(t) = -R-1 B~ Px(t) (3.3) 
where, x(t) is the estimated state and K = R-1 B~ P is the regulator gain. P in the 
expression of K is the solution of the following (steady-state) algebraic Riccati equation 
(ARE): 
ATP+PA-PBuR-1B~P+Q = 0 (3.4) 
x(t) is the solution of the following observer (Kalman filter) dynamics: 
.i(t) Ax(t) + Buu(t) + L(m(t) - m(t)) 
- Ai(t) + Buu(t) + L(Cmx(t) + Duu(t) + ((t) - Cmi:(t) - Duu(t)) 
(A - LCm - BuK)x(t) + LCmx(t) + L((t) (3.5) 
where, Lis the Kalman gain given by: L = E(t)C~v-1 . V = E [((T] and E is the 
solution of the following ARE called the filter Riccati equation. 
EAT + AE - EC~V-1CmE +Bu w-1 B~ = 0 
where, W = E [d~], and it is assumed that: 




E[x(O)d(t)] = 0 for all t ;:::: 0 (3.8) 
E[x(t)((t + 1)] = 0 for all 1 (3.9) 
Equation (3.7) comes from the orthogonality of zero mean noise, since they are gener-
ally assumed to be generated by different phenomena [41]. Equation (3.8) comes from 
the assumption that the plant noise and the initial state are uncorrelated and there-
fore orthogonal. This assumption follows from the fact that the plant noise can only 
affect future states, and white noise is uncorrelated from one time instant to the next. 
Equation (3.9) comes for the assumption that the state and the measurement noise are 
uncorrelated and orthogonal. Thus, the Kalman filter generates the linear estimate of 
the plant state (3.1) that minimizes the mean squared estimation error: 
n 
JK = E[{x(t) - x(t)}T{x(t) - x(t)}] = l:E[{xi(t) -i:i(t)}2] (3.10) 
i=l 
The data used in generating this estimate are the measurements from time zero to 
current time. \Vith the assumptions above, we can estimate the state as Eq. (3.5). 
The LQG controller is the combination of the Kalman filter and regulator and is 
given by 
f(t) - (A - LCm - Bv.K - LDv.K)x(t) + Lm(t) 
u(t) -Kx(t) (3.11) 
The closed-loop equations for the feedback interconnection of the plant and the LQG 
controller are given by 
[:] [ L~m A, - ~:~~ B,K ][:] + [ :• : ][ ;~:;] 
y, = [Cm -D,K] [:] + ((t) (3.12) 









Figure 3.1 A LQG optimal control system 
3.2 LQG Controller Design for Acoustic Enclosure 
The control design methodology given in section 3.1 is used to obtain LQG controller 
that can provide robust broadband noise reduction in the frequency range of interest. 
The design model for the plant and the controller are given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.11), 
respectively. It is to be noted that the state space model obtained analytically (Eq. 
(2.17)) does not use the same state description as the one used in Eq. (3.1), which is 
obtained using system identification. However, these two state-space models are related 
by a similarity transformation X(t) = Tx(t), where Tis nonsingular real matrix given as 
follows. The state variables that we use in obtaining the analytical model are the modal 
coordinates, q and q, while in the system identification process, the software gives the 
model with different state description. Thus, the state matrices, AE := E-1 AF (from 
analytical model) and A (from system identification model) are in different forms. The 
form for AE is obtained in section 2.1.1 and the form for A is given as: 
-(1W1 w1Jl - (r 0 0 
-w1J1 - (f -(1W1 0 
A 0 0 0 (3.13) 
0 -(nWn wnJI - (; 
0 0 -wnJI - (; -(nWn 
where, (i and wi represent the damping ratio and the natural frequency of the i-th 
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mode. Since AE and A have the same eigenvalues, they are similar, and they can both 
be transformed to a diagonal matrix A. That is, for matrix AE, we can find a matrix 
VAE' composed of the eigenvectors of AE, such that AVAE = A. For matrix As, we 
can find a matrix VA, composed of the eigenvectors of A 8 , such that AVA = A. Thus 
A= r- 1 ApT, where T = VEVi 1 . Now, the total energy of the system Eq. (2.40) can 




The matrix Q given by Eq. (3.15) can be used as the state weighting matrix in 
the LQG performance function (Eq. (3.2)). The choice of the particular Q has great 
significance, as it causes optimal control input to minimize the total acoustic energy of 
the enclosure directly. The penalty on control power, which is the weighting matrix R 
in the performance function is chosen by trial and error. The consideration for choosing 
R is the minimization of control power while obtaining desirable performance. Other 
control design parameters are noise covariance matrix V and W. 
3.2.1 Controller Parameters and Simulation Results 
Two LQG controllers were designed - one which used the weighting matrix from 
Eq. (3.15) and other where Q was picked manually by iterative design process. Other 
controller parameters were chosen as: R = 10, V = I, and W = 5E - 6 for both designs. 
For the LQG controller with these parameters, the simulated open- and closed-loop 
frequency responses are shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Bode plots of these two controllers 
are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Comparing Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, it can be seen that, for 
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Figure 3.2 Simulated open-loop and closed-loop frequency response with Q 
designed to minimize total acoustic energy 
The LQG designs were also tested in time domain by analyzing response to different 
disturbance inputs. Figure 3.6 shows implementation diagram in SI MU LINK. The 
disturbance inputs selected include single as well as multiple tone harmonics. Figs. 3. 7 
and 3.8 show open- and closed-loop simulated responses for 100 Hz and 225Hz monotone 
sinusoids, Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 show open- and closed-loop simulated responses for 290 
Hz monotone sinusoid and multi-tone sinusoid consisting of 100 Hz, 225 Hz, and 290 Hz 
components, respectively. From the simulation results, it can be seen that the monotone 
as well as multi-tone noise can be effectively reduced. 
3.2.2 Experimental Results 
To test the LQG controller designed, experiments were carried out with the setup 
shown in Fig. 2.6. Sweep sinusoid from 20 to 500 Hz was applied to the system via 
piezo actuator as disturbance, and the speaker's vibration works as control input. Open-
loop and closed-loop bode plots are shown in Fig. 3.11. From these results, one can 
see that the controller performed very well not only in the frequency range where the 
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Figure 3.3 Simulated open-loop and closed-loop frequency response with 
iterative Q design 
350-500Hz). There is fairly good agreement between simulation and experimental results. 
Similar to simulation, 3 monotone sinusoid and multi-tone sinusoids consisting of 100 
Hz, 225 Hz, and 290 Hz were used as disturbance signals. The open-loop and closed-loop 
time responses are shown in Figs. 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15. These time responses agree 
with those in Fig. 3.11 quite well. 
Also, to test the global performance of the controller, another microphone located 
at different location was used. The performance output is now different from the sensed 
output, The performance microphone was located at (2.75" ,4", 4.75"), where as the 
sensing microphone was located at (6.75" ,7", 11.25"). The results are presented in Fig. 
3.16. The figure on the left shows the experimental result for the controller with Q 
obtained from Eq. (2.40). The figure on the right shows the experimental result for 
for controller with Q selected by trial and error. From these results, we can see that 
although in both cases, the response deteriorates for certain frequency, the controller 
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Figure 3.4 Bode plot of LQG controller with Q designed to minimize total 
acoustic energy 
3.3 Robust Stability Analysis 
The robustness of the LQG design to modelling uncertainties is guaranteed by en-
suring that the controller parameters satisfy the frequency-domain condition for robust 
stability. The modelling uncertainty, which includes unmodeled dynamics as well as 
modelling errors, is accounted for by using the additive unstructured uncertainty model. 
The difference between the true plant model and the nominal design model was modelled 
as the additive unstructured uncertainty (see Fig. 2.10). 
If P(s) denotes the true plant model and P0 (s) denotes the nominal design model, 
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Figure 3.5 Bode plot of LQG controller with iterative Q design 
given by (refer to 3.16) 
P(s) = Po(s) + .6.A(s) (3.16) 
After closing the loop, rearranging and simplifying, Figure 2.10 can be redrawn into 
a standard form as shown in Fig. 3.17. This configuration will be used for evaluating 
the stability robustness of the closed-loop system. The controller C(s) is designed to 
stabilize the augmented nominal plant P(s) (represented as the dotted box in Fig. 3.17). 
Fig. 3.18 shows the block diagram with the feedback loop between P(s) and C(s) closed. 
Uncertainty .6.(s) is now shown in the feedback interconnection with the nominal closed-
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Figure 3.6 Simulink model of LQG controller 
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Figure 3.7 Time response (100 Hz) 
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Figure 3.8 Time response (225 Hz) 
(3.17) 
In the N - .6. configuration, the only source of closed-loop instability is due to feedback 
interconnection of N1dwd and .6.(s). Then, for robust stability, one needs to ensure that 
this interconnection is stable. This is ensured if the following sufficient condition is 
satisfied: 
(3.18) 
Since using the choice of .6.max ( s) we have ensured that I I .6. ( s) 11 00 :S 1, the interconnection 
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Figure 3.11 Experimental open-loop and closed-loop frequency response 
is robustly stable if 
(3.19) 
This is the robust stability condition that will be used to check the robustness of the 
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Figure 3.14 Time response (290 Hz) 
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Figure 3.15 Time response (multitone) 
(3.21) 
C(jw) . 2 llNydwdlloo = 211 1 _ C(jw)Pouy(jw) ~max(Jw)ll (3.22) 
where Pouy(jw) is the open loop transfer function from u to Yp or m(t). C(s) is the 
controller given by Eq. (3.11) and can be obtained as 
(3.23) 
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Experiment Result for LOG Controlller with Energy Reduction Q 
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Figure 3.16 Experimental open-loop and closed-loop frequency response at 
other sensor position 
wd 
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Figure 3.17 Standard form of additive uncertainty 
For the LQG controller designed, the infinity norm of Nydwd is plotted as a function 
of frequency in Fig. 3.19. One can see that the condition of Eq. (3.19) is satisfied and 
therefore, the system is robustly stable. 
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4 PASSIVITY-BASED CONTROL 
Passivity is an important property of dynamic systems. A large class of physical sys-
tems (such as flexible structures) can be classified as being naturally passive. A passive 
system can be robustly stabilized by any strictly passive controller, despite the unmod-
eled dynamics and parametric uncertainties. It is this robust stabilization property 
of passivity-based controller that has received considerable attention in the literature 
[42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. There is a large class of systems that are naturally passive; for ex-
ample, large flexible structures with collocated actuators and sensors, robots with torque 
actuators and rate sensors, and many others. There also exist a large class of real-life 
systems that are not inherently passive. Some examples of such systems include flexible 
aircraft with non-collocated actuators and sensors, acoustic systems and systems with 
transportation delay. For non-passive systems such as acoustic systems, passivity-based 
control deign can be used provided the system is first "passified", i.e., rendered passive 
via suitable compensation. Methods for such passification are given in [47, 48, 49]. In 
this chapter, a passivity-based controller design is obtained using the techniques given in 
[47, 48, 49] for the acoustic system under consideration. Two different types of passivity-
based controller are designed: a constant gain controller [50] and dynamic LQG optimal 
controller [51]. Both simulation and experimental results are provided. 
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4.1 Passivity of Linear System 
Given below is a brief background of passivity. For finite-dimensional linear time-
invariant (LTI) systems, passivity is equivalent to "positive realness" of the transfer 
function. The concept of strict positive realness has also been defined in the literature, 
and is closely related to strict passivity. 
Let G(s) denote an m x m matrix whose elements are proper rational functions of 
the complex variable s. G(s) is said to be stable if all of its elements are analytic in 
Re(s) 2::. 0. Let the conjugate-transpose of a complex matrix H be denoted by H*. 
Definition 1 [52]: An m x m rational matrix G ( s) is said to be positive real (PR), if 
and 
(i) all elements of G(s) are analytic in Re(s) > O; 
(ii) G(s) + G*(s) 2::. 0 in Re(s) > O; or equivalently, 
(iia) poles on the imaginary axis are simple and have nonnegative-definite residues, 
(iib) G(jw) + G*(jw) 2::. 0 for w E (-oo, oo). 
There are various definitions of strictly positive real (SP R) systems found in the 
literature. Given below is the definition of a class of SP R systems, namely, marginally 
strictly positive-real (MSP R) systems. 
Definition 2: An m x m rational matrix G ( s) is said to be marginally strictly positive 
real (MSPR) if it is positive real, and 
G(jw) + G*(jw) > 0 for w E (-oo, oo). 
Definition 2 gives the least restrictive class of SP R systems. If G ( s) is MS PR, it can 
be expressed as: G(s) = G1 (s) + G2 (s), where G2 (s) is weak SPR [53]and all the poles 
of G1 (s) (in the Smith-McMillan sense) are purely imaginary. The stability theorem for 
feedback interconnection of the PR and Jvl SP R systems is given next without proof. 
Stability Theorem [52]: The closed-loop system consisting of negative feedback in-
terconnection of G1 (s) and G2 (s) is globally asymptotically stable if G1 (s) is PR, G2 (s) 
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is MS PR, and none of the purely imaginary poles of G2 ( s) is a transmission zero of 
G1(s). 
Note that in the above theorem, systems G 1 ( s) and G2 ( s) can be interchanged. Most 
physical systems, however, are not inherently passive, and passivity-based control tech-
niques cannot extend directly for such systems. The acoustic system of our research is 
one such example. One method of making non-passive systems amenable to passivity-
based control is to passify [47, 48] such systems (i.e., rendering system passive), using 
suitable compensation. If the compensated system is robustly passive despite plant 
uncertainties, it can be robustly stabilized by any MS PR controller. In [50] various 
passification techniques, series, feedback, feedforward, and hybrid passifications were 
presented and some numerical examples were given for demonstrating the use of such 
techniques. For the acoustic system considered in this thesis, a combination of feedfor-
ward and series compensators are used to passify the acoustic system. Once passified, 
the system can be controlled by any MSPR or weakly SPR (WSPR) controller. One 
important thing to note here is that, in the case of inherently passive systems, the use of 
an MSPR controller guarantees stability robustness to unmodeled dynamics and para-
metric uncertainties; however, in the case of non-passive systems, rendered passive using 
passifying compensation, the stability robustness depends on the robustness of passifi-
cation. That is, the problem of robust stability is transformed into the problem of robust 
passification, i.e., the real plant (and not just the nominal plant) should be passive after 
passification. 
4.1.1 Passification of Non-Passive LTI Systems 
· As stated previously, the passification method essentially aims at exploiting the sta-
bility properties of passivity-based control laws by rendering a non-passive system pas-
sive via some passifying compensator and then closing the feedback loop using suitable 
passive controller. The passifying compensators that have been proposed in [47], [48], 
49 
and (49] include: series compensation, output feedback compensation, feedforward com-
pensation, hybrid compensation (i.e., combination of series, feedback, and feedforward), 
and sensor blending and/or actuator allocation (applicable to systems having redundant 
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Figure 4.1 Methods of passification 
Figure 4.1 shows block diagram of different types of passifications. In each of the cases 
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(i-v) in Fig. 4.1, P(s) indicates the non-passive plant and Pc(s) indicates the passified 
plant. Fig. 4.1-(iv) shows one of many possible configurations for hybrid passification. 
Different types of non-passive system will warrant different types or combination of dif-
ferent types of passification methods. For example, for systems with non-minumum 
phase zeros passification will require feedforward compensation first to render the sys-
tem minimum phase. Similarly, open-loop unstable systems will first require inner-loop 
feedback compensation for rendering system stable. One important consideration in 
the design of passifying compensator is the robustness of passification. The stability 
robustness depends on the robustness of passification as the passivity is not inherent 
to the system, but depends on the compensator. The process of controller design thus 
involves first rendering the system robustly passive by introducing compensation and 
then stabilizing the system by any MSPR controller. 
4.2 Design of Constant-Gain Positive-Real Controller 
For non-passive systems, overall controller is a combination of passifying compensator 
and strictly passive feedback controller. For the acoustic system under consideration, 
the passifying compensation is typically a two-step process. The first step will involve 
design of feedforward compensation to render the system minimum phase (as discussed 
in previous section) and the second step will involve design of series compensator to pas-
sify the system. In some cases, feedforward solely by feedforward alone simultaneously 
renders the system minimum phase as well as passive. The acoustic system under con-
sideration falls under this category. That is, the passification was accomplished solely 
by feedforward compensator. The overall control design, however, included series com-
pensator before feedback loop was closed with SPR controller. This series compensator 
was designed to suppress the resonance mode dynamics of the system to enhance the 
performance at those resonance frequencies. 
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Resonant modes are characteristics of frequency response of systems such as flexible 
structures [54, 55] and acoustic systems. The main idea behind resonant mode control is 
as follows: Consider a system of Fig. 4.2. Suppose the plant P( s) has a resonant mode 
at frequency n0 . Then, suppose we design a feedback controller, K0 (s) = N(s)/ D(s), 
such that D(s) has a pole at !10 , then the closed-loop transfer function will have D(s) 
in the numerator. That means the closed-loop transfer function will have zeros at the 
root of D(s). Thus if the system is excited with the disturbance d(t) at frequency n0 , 
it will be blocked by the zero at n0 and will not affect the output y(t). 
d(t) + P(s) y(t) 
Figure 4.2 Feedback system with resonant-mode controller 
4.2.1 Controller Synthesis 
,----------------------
' : hW 
Figure 4.3 Passive constant gain controller 
For the 3 - D acoustic enclosure in Fig. 2.1, the control architecture is given by 
the block diagram of Fig. 4.3. Various signals and transfer functions in Fig. 4.3 are 
defined as follows: P(s) is the plant, C!f(s) is the feedforward compensator, C8 (s) is 
the resonance-mode series compensator, C1b(s) is feedback SP R controller, d(t) is the 
disturbance signal produced by the piezo, 'lt(t) is the control input from speaker, and m(t) 
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is the measurement signal at the microphone,. The overall controller is the combination 
of C!J(s), Cs(s), and C1b(s). The stability of the closed-loop system shown in Fig. 4.3 
is ensured by the stability theorem given in Section 4.1. The feedforward controller Cff 
was a simple constant gain controller. As stated previously, C ff was adequate to render 
system minimum phase as well as passive. The resonant controller C5 (s), was designed 
to be a parallel combination of several second order controllers, Ki ( s) (Fig. 4.4). Each 
Ki(s) has one resonant mode, which matches with one of the plant's resonant poles. 
The number of Ki ( s) needed equals the number of resonant modes of the system to be 
damped. The most important aspect in the design of Cs(s) is once poles of the Ki(s) 
are selected such that the passivity of the system is reserved, i.e., system from input 
u(t) to output y2(t) remains passive. 
The final step of the design is to choose a feedback controller C fb ( s) such that it 
satisfies wither WSPR or MSPR [53]. The constant gain feedback controller C1b(s) is 
the simplest SP R controller, namely, a constant-gain controller. The most important 
thing to note is that the overall controller, a combination of the feedforward, resonant, 
and compensator, is a low-order, output-feedback controller and therefore easy to imple-
ment. The infinite gain margin of this controller is a great advantage over many other 
controllers presented in the literature. Even better performance can be achieved if the 
SP R controller can be dynamic and optimized with respect to some desired performance 
measure. 
Given below is the development of the closed-loop state and output equations for the 
configuration shown in Fig. 4.3. 
• Open-loop system: 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bdd(t) 
P(s) f'V m(t) = Cmx(t) + Dmu(t) + Ddd(t) (Measurement Output) (4.1) 













• ________________________ J 
Figure 4.4 Structure of resonance-mode compensator 
• Plant after feedforward compensation: 
P(s) + CJJ(s),...., 
{ 
±(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bdd(t) 
y1 (t) = rn(t) + CJJu(t) = Cmx(t) + (Dm +Cf! )u(t) + Ddd(t) 
• Passified plant with resonant mode controller C8 (s): C8 (s)[P(s) + CJJ(s)],...., 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bdd(t) 
(4.2) 
X8 (t) = AsXs(t) + BsCmx(t) + Bs(Dm + CJJ)u(t) + BsDdd(t) (4.3) 
Y2(t) = m(t) + Cffu(t) = Cmx(t) +(Du+ Cf! )u(t) + Ddd(t) 
In the matrix form: 




• Finally, the closed-loop system with the feedback loop closed using the constant-




- [ CfbDsCm CfbCs ] [ x(t) l 
Xs(t) 
- CfbDs(Dm + C11 )u(t) - (CfbDsDd)d(t) 
1 - -
C D (D C ) [-Ci(t) - Ddd(t)] 
1 + fb s m + ff 
C [ CfbDsCm CfbCs ] 
X(t) [ :,~:) l 
Dd CfbDsDd (4.5) 
Substituting Eq. (4.5) back into Eq. (4.2) and defining g = 1 +CfbDs(Dm +Cf!), 
we obtain 
[ X(t) l [ x(t) l - Ac1 + Bc1dd 
X5 (t) X 8 (t) 
Yp(t) [ x(t) l - Cc1 + Dc1dd(t) 
X 5 (t) 
where 
Act 
[ A- *B0 C1,D,Cm · -~B.c1,c, l 
BsCm - iBs(Dm + Cff)CfbDsCm As - iBs(Dm + Cff)CfbCs 
Bc1d [ B• - ~B.C1,D,Dd l -
BsDd - iBs(Dm + C11 )CfbDsDd 
Cc1 [ Gp - iDpuCfbDsCm -iDpuCfbCs ] 
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1 
Dc1d = Dpd - -:::DpuCfbDsDd 
g 
The controller state-space equations can be obtained as follows: 
u(t) -CJbY2(t) 
-CJb(Csxs(t) + DsY1(t)) 
-CJb(Csxs(t) + Ds(Ym + Cnu(t))) 
=> u(t) 1 1 --:::CfbCsxs(t) - -:::CfbDsYm(t) 
g g 
Ccxs(t) + DcYm(t) 
Substituting Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.4), we get 
Asxs(t) + BsYm(t) + BsCnu(t) 
1 1 
[As - -:::BsCf!CfbCs]Xs(t) + [Bs - -:::BsCf!CfbDs]Ym(t) 
g g 
Acxs(t) + BcYm(t) 
Thus, the overall controller is given by: 
{ 
i:s(t) = Acxs(t) + Bcm(t) 
C(s) rv 
u(t) = Ccxs(t) + Dcm(t) 




One important design consideration for choosing passifying compensator is that the 
passification remains robust in the presence of unmodelled dynamics and parameter 
uncertainties. For the plant under consideration, Cn = 0.1 was adequate to robustly 
passify the plant. Figures 4.5 and 4.5 show that Cn = 0.05 passifies the nominal but not 
the real plant. However, for Cn = 0.1, Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show that the passification is 
robust. As robustness and performance always have contradicting demand on the plant, 
boosting one of them causes reduction in other. That is, the choice of Cn = 0.1 will 
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Figure 4.6 Phase plot for Cn = 0.05 (real plant) 
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4.2.3 Design of Cs(s) and CJb(s) 
The parameters selected for the resonant-mode and feedback controller are given 
below. The six resonant-mode frequencies (in Hz) that are targeted by controller are 
given by 
n = [99.759, 224.522, 236.012, 254.532, 264.826, 290.111] 






s 2 + 0.5s + 1 nr n1 
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20 x 
The constant-gain SPR controller C1b(s) was chosen to be C1b = 10.0. The open-
and closed-loop frequency responses from disturbance and control inputs to performance 
output are given in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. If the disturbance enters at the same 
channel as the control input, the passivity-based controller is very effective as shown in 
Fig. 4.10, where reduction of up to 25 dB can be achieved at some frequencies. It is to be 
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Figure 4.9 Simulated frequency response for constant-gain PR controller 
for disturbance input 
without amplification in any other range. For the case with disturbance entering through 
different channel, about 5 dB reduction was achieved at lOOHz and about 3 dB deduction 
was achieved at other peaks. The result is not as good as the other case but it still gives 
satisfactory noise reduction results. Bode plot of the constant-gain PR controller is 
shown in Fig. 4.11. 
4.2.4 Experiment Results 
After simulations, the control design was verified experimentally. Note that in 
the passivity-based controller, high sampling rate is strongly recommended, since the 
passivity-based controller is for continuous systems, while the experiment is carried out 
with discrete controller. In our case, due to the order of the controller and the limita-
tion of dSPACE, the sampling time is 5E-5 seconds. Figure 4.12 shows the experimental 
results for the case when the disturbance and control input entering through different 
channel. As seen from Figs. 4.9 to 4.13, the best response is when disturbance is entering 
through same channels of the control input. The performance degradation occurs when 
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Figure 4.10 Simulated frequency response for constant-gain PR controller 
for control input 
tion. However, there are no instabilities indicating effectiveness of controller in robustly 
stabilizing the plant. 
4.3 Passivity-Based LQG Controller 
This section will present the design of LQG optimal dynamic PR controller, which 
has more design freedom than the constant-gain controller. 
4.3.1 Background Theory 
The control system configuration for passive LQG controller is depicted in Fig. 4.14. 
The stability of this design is again ensured by the stability theorem given in Section 
4.1. 
Consider a Strictly Positive Real (SP R) system as 
i(t) Dz(t) + Fu(t) + d(t) 
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Figure 4.11 Bode plot of constant-gain PR controller 
where, d(t) and ((t) are zero-mean white noise process. Then, from the Kalman-




Now using a transformation with z(t) = p-h:(t), where P~ is the symmetric square 
root of P obtained above, the system given by Eqn. ( 4.10) can be transformed as follows: 
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Figure 4.12 Experimental response for constant-gain PR controller with 
d(t) and u(t) entering through seperate channels 
i(t) 
A 8 
Y2(t) = cp-! x(t) 
'-v-' c 
( 4.11) 
The transformed ("new") system given by Eq. (4.11) (called the dual realization of the 
original system), is still SP R, and KYP lemma applies to this system, as well. That is, 
-T -A +A 
(4.12) 
where Q-x =: -P-!L£Tp-! and B =CT. Now we want to find an LQG controller 
for the plant given by dual realization (Eq. (4.11)) which is also SPR. Let the LQG 
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Figure 4.14 Passive LQG controller 
Y2(t) 
where Ac, Be, Cc are functions of Pc= P'[ > 0, P1 = PJ > 0 and Pc, Pi are solutions to 
the following Riccati Equations: 
0 ( 4.14) 
where Q is the state weighting function, R is the control weighting function, Qd is the 
covariance of d(t), and Re, is the covariance of ((t). The controller matrices are given by 
64 
(4.15) 
The proof that controller given by Eq. ( 4.15) is optimal and also satisfies KYP lemma 
can be found in [51]. Given below is the part of the proof which show that the controller 
of Eq. (4.15) satisfies the KYP lemma. 
From Eq. (4.14) we obtain: 
Pc(A - BR-1 BT Pc - P1BR(1 BT)+ (A - BR- 1 BT Pc - P1BR(1 BTf Pc 
- -Q-PP BR-1BT -PBR-1BTP -BR-TBTpTp - cf e c c e Jc 
= -Q - PcP1BR(1 BT - PcBR- 1 BT Pc - BR(1 BT Pt Pc ( 4.16) 




then, P1 =I becomes the solution of Eq. (4.14). Completing the square of Eq. (4.16) 
by using Eq. ( 4.17) gives: 
(4.18) 




Equations ( 4.18)-( 4.20) show that controller matrices satisfy the KYP lemma. 
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4.3.2 Development of Controller Equations 
Similar to the constant-gain case, the first step in the design is to render the open-
loop system passive via suitable passification technique. The acoustic system is passified 
using a feedforward controller block C ff ( s) and the compensator Cs ( s) fis used to render 
the passified plant strictly proper as the LQG design technique discussed in the previous 
section requires strictly proper plant. The feedback controller C1b(s) is then given by 
Eq. (4.15). Given below is the step-by-step derivation of closed-loop system equations. 
• The open-loop system: 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bdd(t) 
P(s),...., m(t) = Cmx(t) + Dmu(t) + Ddd(t) (Measurement Output) (4.21) 
Yp(t) = Cpx(t) + Dpuu(t) + Dpdd(t) (Performance Output) 
• The passified plant after feedforward compensator: P(s) + C!f(s),...., 
{ 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Buu(t) + Bdd(t) 
Y1 (t) = Cmx(t) + (Dm + Cff )u(t) + Ddd(t) 
• Passified plant with series compensator Cs ( s): 
Xs(t) = Asxs(t) + BsYl (t) 
If Cs(s),...., = Asxs(t) + BsCmx(t) + Bs(Dm + Cff )u(t) + BsDdd(t) 
Y2(t) = Csxs(t) 
Then, Cs(s)[P(s) + C!f(s)] is given by 




Y2 ( t) - [ 0 Cs ] [ x ( t) j 
Xs(t) 
• Consider a feedback controller 
XJb(t) = AfbXJb(t) + B1bY2(t) 
C1b(s) rv YJb(t) = c1bxJb(t) 
u(t) = UreJ(t) - YJb(t) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 








i(t) - Ax(t) + BuUreJ(t) + Bdd(t) 




A 0 BuCfb 
BsCm As Bs(Dm + CJJ)CJb 
0 B1bCs AJb 
Bu 









The overall controller is the combination of CJJ(s ), Cs(s ), and C1b(s) and can be obtained 
as follows: 
The input to the controller is the measured output m(t) and the output of the 
controller is the control input u(t). 
u(t) CfbX Jb(t) + UreJ(t) Uref = 0 
Xs(t) Asxs(t) + BsY1(t) 
and XJb(t) 
Also, u(t) 
In a matrix form, we obtain 
[ ±s(t) ] 
XJb(t) 
u 
A5 x5 (t) + Bs(Ym + Cffu(t)) 
Asxs(t) + BsCf!Cfbx Jb(t) + BsYm(t) 
AtbXJb(t) + BtbY2(t) 
AfbXJb(t) + BtbCsxs(t) 
-C1bx Jb(t) 
[o : c,b] [ xs(t) l 
x Jb(t) 
[ 0 : 
4.3.3 Simulation and Experiment Results 
( 4.27) 
The feedforward controller CJJ(s) was selected to be the same as constant-gain case, 
i.e., CJJ(s) = 0.1. The series compensator C8 (s) chosen to render system strictly proper 
was 
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1 Cs(s) = --3:3 + 1 ( 4.28) 
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Figure 4.15 Open-loop transfer function from u to y2 
The LQG design parameter Q (state-weight) was selected according to Eq. (3.15), 
which target reduction of acoustic energy in the enclosure. Other control design param-
eters consistent with Eq. ( 4.17) are given as follows: R = le - 4, 
:] V=[~ :] (4.29) 
The simulated frequency responses for two different cases where d(t) and u(t) enters the 
system via separate channels and via same channel are given in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17, 
respectively. Bode plot of the LQG-PR controller is shown in Fig. 4.18, from the figure, 
we can see that due to the constraints of the positive realness condition, the LQG-PR 
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controller is very similar to the constant-gain PR controller, which can also be seen from 
the simulated and experimental results. 
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Figure 4.16 Simulated frequency response for LQG PR controller for dis-
turbance input 
The experimental frequency responses for the LQG PR controller for cases when 
disturbance and control input entering from separate channels is given in Fig. 4.19. From 
Fig. 4.19, it can be seen that the LQG PR controller does not perform satisfactorily. 
This is because the control design is very conservative due to constraints of Eq. ( 4.17). 
Note however that for the case when d(t) and u(t) enter through the same channel the 
controller is effective. Figure 4.20 shows the controller performance at location other 
than feedback sensor location. As it is seen from Fig. 4.20, although performance is not 
as good, the stability is robust. 
In a summary, the passivity-based controllers (constant-gain and LQG PR) can pro-
vide robust stability for acoustic system. The performance is best when the disturbance 
and control enter the system through same channel. For the case when disturbance en-
ters the system through separate channel than the control input, the performance is not 
good over broadband. The deterioration in performance can be attribute to the loss of 
passivity property due to discretization, conservatism of existing synthesis techniques, 
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Figure 4.17 Simulated frequency response for LQG PR controller for con-
trol input 
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Figure 4.19 Experimental response for LQG PR controller with d(t) and 
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Figure 4.20 Response measured at location other than feedback sensor lo-
cation 
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5 1i00 CONTROL 
This chapter presents controller design based on another control design methodology 
known as 1-£00 method. 1-£00 method allows systematic design procedure to accommodate 
uncertainty estimates as well as performance specifications. The robust stability prop-
erty of the controller hinges on the the small gain theorem. The design model of the 
system is often inaccurate and "good" controller design should be robust to such inaccu-
racies. These inaccuracies arise from unmodeled dynamics and parametric uncertainty. 
Furthermore, there are unknown disturbance that affect the system performance. The 
1-£00 design technique, originally developed in frequency domain, has state-space formu-
lation as well. The basic idea was introduced by Zames [57] in the late 1970s. Apart from 
enabling the design for robust stability, it also allows the loop shaping for closed-loop 
system to shape performance characteristics. The control law is obtained as a solution 
to an optimization problem, which incorporates the infinity-based performance objective 
in its cost function [58]. In this chapter, 1-£00 control designs for nominal performance 
as well as robust stability will be developed for 3 - D acoustic enclosure of Fig. 2.1. 
5.1 1{00 Control Design Framework 
Consider a closed-loop configuration shown in Fig. 5.1, where Gu is the open-loop 
transfer function from the control input u(t) to the performance output (which is also the 
measurement output) m(t), Gd is the open-loop transfer function from the disturbance 
input to the performance output Ym(t), Uref(t) = 0 is the reference input, and e(t) = 
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d(t) 
u(t Ure! (t) e(t) 
+ - K 
+ t n t) 
m(t) 
Figure 5.1 Unity feedback configuration 
UreJ(t) - m(t) is the error signal. From Fig. 5.1, we get the output 
T s T 
TUreJ(s) + SGdD(s) -TN(s) (5.1) 
where S = (I+ GuK)- 1 is the sensitivity transfer function, and T = (I+ GuK)- 1GuK 
is the complementary sensitivity transfer function. From Eq. (5.1) we can see that the 
effect of disturbance is minimized if we can make S to be much less than one. But, 
this is impossible to achieve over entire frequency spectrum as the inherent limitation 
requires S + T = 1 to be satisfied over all frequencies, which means T has to be equal 
to 1 at all frequencies. But it will cause sensor noise (N(s)) to amplify. For filtering 
effect of noise, we need T ~ 0, which implies S ~ l. Thus, the requirements on T and S 
seem to be contradicting. However, considering the frequency-dependent characteristics 
of the noise N(s) and dynamic characteristics of Gu(s), the requirement ofT and Sturn 
out to be complementary. For example, noise being high frequency phenomena we can 
impose T to be small in the high frequency region, where S could be high. Similarly, 
in the low frequency region, T could be high (close to 1) and S could be small ( ~ 0). 
In addition to these constraints, these are constraints on loop gain imposed by robust 
stability conditions. All these requirement can be put in the systematic mathematical 
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framework using the block diagram of Fig. 5.2. 
m(t) 
Figure 5.2 Generalized plant configuration 
The first step in the 1£00 controller design is to form the generalized plant, P. In 
the system of Fig. 5.2, the exogenous input w(t) is the reference signal Uref(t) (here, 
d(t) is omitted without generality. Since our aim here is shaping the closed-loop transfer 
function from d(t) to Yp(t), the value of d(t) does not effect). In order to reflect the perfor-
mance objectives and physical constraints, the regulated outputs were chosen to be the 
weighted error signal, Z1 (s) = WsE(s), the weighted control signal, Z3 (S) = Wuu(S), 
and the weighted measurement output, Z2(t) = WrM(s). The transfer function from 
w(t) to z1(t) is the weighted sensitivity function, W8 S, which characterizes the per-
formance objective for disturbance rejection. The transfer function from w(t) to z2(t) 
is the weighted complementary sensitivity function, WrT, which characterizes the re-
jection of measurement noise (not considered in our case). The transfer function from 
w(t) to z3 (t) WuKS is the weighted product of K(s) and Gu(s), which weights the 
control effort. Also, in robust analysis, the restriction on WrT and WuKS translate to 
the robust stability conditions for input-multiplicative and additive uncertainty, respec-
tively. Also, the bound on WuKS is used to impose the penalty on control signals. The 
weighting functions W8 , Wr, and Wu are frequency-dependent to scale the respective 
transfer functions differently in different frequency regions. The inverse of the weighting 
functions serves as an upper bound on the transfer functions [59]. 
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Note that the standard 1£00 algorithm does not solve for controllers that satisfy the 




< 1 (5.5) 





= supVWsS2 + WrT2 + WuKS2 
w 
In summary, the regulated outputs are given by 
z= 
and the generalized plant P is described by 






In practice, it is computationally efficient to design a suboptimal controller. In 





With the framework given above, we can design controllers to satisfy nominal perfor-
mance and robust stability objectives. 
5.2 1-l00 Controller Design for Nominal Performance 
From Eq. (5.1), we can see that, for the nominal plant, if IS(jw0)1 < 1, then the 
tonal noise with frequency w0 will be reduced. However, due to waterbed effect, IS(jw)I 
can not be restricted below 1, i.e., IS(jw)I will be greater than 1 at some frequencies. 
In our case, we want the noise level at resonant frequencies to be reduced. So IS(jw)I 
can be greater than 1 at frequencies where Gd(jw) is relatively small, i.e., we need to 
shape the sensitivity function S to accommodate the requirements. But, the shaping of 
S is relatively difficult in the acoustic systems: It has been shown in [60, 61, 62] that 
the control is seriously compromised in the presence of plants containing right half plane 
poles and right half plane zeros. Acoustic plants are generally stable and thus possess 
no right half plane poles. However, right half plane zeros, are common, mainly due to 
the inherent propagation delay of sound. A finite dimensional acoustic system dynamics 
will always exhibit right half plane (RHP) zeros. The plant with RHP zeros exhibits the 
following adverse difficulties [34]: 
The waterbed effect: the implication of the waterbed effect is that the improvement 
of sensitivity at certain frequencies deteriorates its behavior at another frequencies. This 
phenomenon applies only to non-minimum phase plants. It has been shown that the 
weighting function ,W8 , must be less than unity at the locations of RHP zeros in the 
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plant or controller. This requires the sensitivity function to be small at these frequencies, 
but due to the waterbed effect, sensitivity function peaks at some other frequencies. 
This makes the shaping of the sensitivity function for acoustic systems inherently very 
difficult. 
In this thesis, the weighting function, W8 (jw), for the sensitivity function, S(jw), 
is selected such that W8 (jw) has a relatively bigger value (bigger than unity) at the 
resonant frequencies, and has a relatively smaller (less than unity) value at the other 
frequencies. So if the 1£00 controller can be found, i.e., if Eq. (5.5) can be satisfied, the 
noise levels will be reduced at the resonant frequencies. Although the noise levels may 
increase at other frequencies. Here, MAT LAB command "magfit" is used to obtain the 
suitable weighting function, W8 (jw). Note that, if there are only one or two resonant 
frequencies, W8 (jw) can be easily designed to have higher values at these frequencies. If 
the plant has several resonant modes and they are very close to each other; for example, 
in our case, 3 peaks exist in a frequency range of 50 Hz, although we can shape H18 (jw) 
to be large over the entire frequency range, it decreases the possibility of finding the 
controller which satisfies Eq. (5.5). In fact, even if we shape W8 (jw) very preciously at 
each resonant in the 50 Hz range, due to the higher level of W8 (jw) in the frequency 
range, it also decrease the possibility of finding the controller. Thus, if the resonant 
frequencies are nicely separated, the weighting function is easier to shape. Thus, shaping 
of S for systems with large number of resonance peaks with high modal density is 
extremely hard. Acoustic systems are one such example. 1£00 control is very effective 
for suppressing tonal or narrow band noise. 
In our case, our aim is to suppress the peaks at about 100 Hz, 255 Hz and 290 Hz, so 
the weighting function W8 is chosen as shown in Fig. 5.3. From this figure, we can see 
that if the controller satisfies Eq. (5.5), the noise level can be reduced in the range of 
75-150 Hz, and 250-300 Hz. In fact, efforts were made to include a wider bandwidth, 
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Figure 5.3 Magnitude plot of Ws 
chosen such that Wu(s) = 5e - 4, and Wr(s) is chosen as Wr(s) = 1. (This means the 
measurement noise should not be amplifies.) 
With the weighting functions chosen above, MATLAB command "hinfsyn" is used 
to obtain the controller, and the minimal 'Y value that can be achieved is 1.2264, which is 
bigger than 1, but still acceptable. Bode plot of 1£00 controller is given in Fig. 5.4. The 
simulated and experimental open-loop and closed-loop responses from disturbance to 
performance output are shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. From these figures, we can see that 
about 5dB reduction was achieved at 100 Hz, and about 6 dB reduction was achieved 
at 255 Hz. Although there is an about 2 dB pop-up at 290 Hz, the noise level at 450 
Hz was also reduced. To test the controllers result at other sensor locations, the noise 
reduction at another sensor location was also measured (shown in Fig. 5.7). From Fig. 
(5.7), we can see that the 1£00 controller designed for nominal plant cannot guarantee 
good results at other sensor locations. 
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Figure 5.4 Bode plot of 1i00 controller for nominal performance 
5.3 1£00 Controller Design and Results for Nominal Perfor-
mance with Robust Stability 
In the previous section, we considered the controller design considering only the 
nominal plant Gu(s). In this section, we will consider the plant with uncertainty. 
Consider a class of plants 
II~ ll1loo ~ 1} (5.10) 
where WA ( s) is assumed to be a stable, proper rational transfer function. We will denote 
L =KG and Lp = KGP, and Gp E IT. Here, we also assume that the nominal model 
Gu(s) is such that the unity feedback configuration shown in Fig. 5.8 (with ~ = 0) is 
stable. Then, we have the following theorem: 
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Figure 5.5 Simulated results for 1£00 controller for nominal performance 
Theorem [59]: The closed-loop system shown in Fig. 5.8 is robustly stable (that is for 
all Gp E Il) if and only if 
{5.11) 
where S := (I+ L )-1 is the sensitivity transfer function corresponding to the nominal 
plant. 
Proof: 
By assumption, we know that, with D. = 0, the closed-loop system is stable. Let the 
number of encirclements of -1 by the Nyquist plot of L be N. Note that D. and WA are 
assumed to be stable. It follows that the number of right half plane poles of any LP in Il 
is equal to the right half plane poles of L. Thus, the closed-loop stability is guaranteed 
if and only if the number of encirclement of Lp = GpK is equal to N. We are given the 
number of encirclements by the Nyquist plot of Lis N. For the number of encirclements 
of the perturbed plant to remain unchanged, we need the deviation of Lp from L should 
not be large enough to touch or include the -1 point. Thus, the distance from L to the 
point -1 should be greater than the distance between Lp and L. Thus, for the stability 
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Figure 5.6 Experimental results for 1i00 controller for nominal performance 
w. This is guaranteed if and only if JwAK(I + L)-1/J. <JI+ LI for all w. This, in turn, 
holds if and only if JJwAK(I + L)-1D.JJH00 < 1, thus, if JJwAKSJIH00 :'.S 1, 
(5.12) 
This shows that Eq. (5.11) is a sufficient condition for robust stability, it can also be 
shown that Eq. (5.11) is also a necessary condition. 
So, for 1i00 design, Wu is chosen as the upper bound of the additive uncertainty as 
shown in Fig. 5.9, which is same as Fig. 2.12. With Wu shown in Fig. 5.9, Ws shown 
in Fig. 5.3, and Wr = 1, MATLAB command "hinfsyn" is used to find the controller. 
The minimal "( value that can be achieved is 1.8126, which is bigger than the 'Y achieved 
in previous section. The reason being, Wu in this case is bigger than the one used in the 
previous section. With this controller, the simulated and experimental open-loop and 
closed-loop responses from disturbance to performance output are shown in Fig. 5.11 
and Fig. 5.12. Bode plot of the robust 1£00 controller is given in Fig. 5.10. 
From the experimental results, we can see that about a 3 dB reduction was achieved 
at 100 Hz, about a 3 dB reduction was achieved at 255 Hz, and small reductions at other 
peaks. There is a 1.5 dB pop-up at 290 Hz and the noise level at 450 Hz was not reduced. 
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Figure 5. 7 Experimental results for the 1-£00 controller for nominal perfor-
mance at another sensor location 
Yp (t) 
m(t) 
Figure 5.8 Unity feedback configuration with additive uncertainty 
To test the controller's performance at other sensor locations the noise reduction level 
at another sensor location was also measured (shown in Fig. 5.13). Compared with Fig. 
5.6, the popup at 290 Hz with the new 1-£00 design is not as bad as the original 1-£00 
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Figure 5.9 Magnitude plot of Wu 
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Figure 5.13 Experimental frequency response for new 1-£00 design at another 
sensor location 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The problem of active feedback control of acoustic noise in 3-D enclosures is ad-
dressed in this thesis. The design ·Of 3-D enclosure of interest is such that there exists 
dynamic interaction between acoustics and structure as one of the boundary surfaces of 
the enclosure is made of thin aluminum plate. The focus of the research was to inves-
tigate the feasibility of the active feedback control methodologies to suppress acoustic 
noise inside the enclosure and, if feasible, develop controller designs that can achieve 
robust broadband suppression. 
6.1 Concluding Remarks 
The work presented includes all aspects of the control system design; for example, 
modelling, system identification, controller design, and experimental validation. The 
modelling methods used both analytical as well as system identification-based model 
development. A finite dimensional analytical model was derived using basic 3-D wave 
equation and assumed modes method. Due to several uncertainties in the parameter val-
ues such as acoustic damping coefficient, dimensions of the box, and imperfect boundary 
conditions the analytical model is often erroneous and not suitable for controller design. 
Therefore, the design model was based on a finite-dimensional model obtained using 
system identification-based method. In particular, the system-id toolbox named SOCIT 
developed at NASA Langley Research Center was used to obtain state-space model of 
the system using experimentally obtained frequency response data. Typically, it is ob-
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served that for SISO case the model matching is very good for both magnitude as well 
as the phase plot whereas for MIMO case the model matching is very difficult task. For 
MIMO case, the order of the system model also increases rapidly with the frequency 
range as the acoustic systems have high modal densities and no natural roll-off at high 
frequencies. The inaccuracies in the design model translate into conservative bounds on 
uncertainties which lead to poor performance of controllers. 
Another problem that is observed even with the best controller designs is the local 
behavior of the control performance. To be specific, it is observed that the· controller 
performance may be desirable at the location of the sensor but deteriorates rapidly away 
from the sensor location. Similarly, the performance may not be uniform over the entire 
frequency range of interest. Due to the waterbed effect, if the controller performance is 
good over certain (small) frequency band it becomes worse over some other frequency 
band. In short, the challenging problem with the feedback control design is designing 
the controller that can achieve noise reduction which is "global" not only over frequency 
but over the space as well. 
The acoustic systems pose great difficulty in designing an effective controller even 
with the state-of-the-art control methodology such as an 1-£00 control. The main prob-
lem is the shaping of the sensitivity function for these systems where there is no natural 
roll-off at high frequencies. This inherent system characteristic together with the fun-
damental limitation that the sensitivity function has to satisfy the relation T + S = 1 
imposes significant constraints on shaping the sensitivity function. The only desirable 
shape for sensitivity function is essentially the one with the flat magnitude response with 
notches at each resonant peak. 
All controllers give satisfactorily performance (see Table. 6.1). The LQG design 
based on the selection of the state weighting matrix Q which was derived from the 
energy function of the enclosure performed very well. The reason being the performance 
function with this Q is a direct measure of the acoustic energy in the system and the 
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controller designed to minimize it tends to extract the acoustic energy from the system 
in the closed-loop configuration. This makes the controller performance global and 
not local. The passivity-based controllers are based on energy-extraction principle and 
hence are the most desirable candidates for the acoustic noise control systems. Also, the 
stability robustness of the controller is dependent upon the passivity of the system. Since 
the passivity property is not inherent to the acoustic systems it is artificially imposed via 
suitable compensation and therefore, the stability robustness hinges on the robustness 
of passification. Moreover, since the finite dimensional models of the acoustic systems 
tend to have non-minimum phase zeros, the passification has to be accomplished via 
feedforward compensation which inherently limits the overall gain of the system. This 
tends to limit the performance of the controller. Also, for SISO as well as MIMO systems 
the suitable method for synthesizing optimal passifier is not available and trial and error 
design has to be used. 
Table 6.1 Comparison of overall noise reduction for different controllers 
Controller Simulation Controller Experiment 
Robust-LQG 1.337 Robust-LQG 1.053 
PR-Cfb 1.106 PR- Cfb 1.020 
PR-LQG 1.122 PR-LQG 0.993 
Norn. H 00 1.156 Norn. H 00 1.183 
Rob. H 00 1.032 Rob. H 00 1.119 
In table 6.1, the performance is compared using the performance index PI = 
J;0°~~z Mo(jw)dw/ J;~~~z Mc(jw)dw, M0 and Mc are magnitudes of open and closed 
loop transfer functions from disturbance to performance. As seen from the table, for 
simulation, robust-LQG gives the best overall performance, for experiment, nominal H 00 
gives the best overall performance. In some cases, the interest could be in the reduction 
of the highest peak in the frequency response. 
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6.2 Future Research 
The future research in this area has great opportunity for improvement. Several 
important issues still need to be addressed with regard to the viability of active feedback 
control methodology for acoustic systems especially from commercialization point of 
view. The main issues that need thorough investigation are listed below: 
1) Under what (analytical) conditions a controller can achieve guaranteed noise re-
duction that is global in space and frequency and what types of controllers can satisfy 
such conditions? 
2) Can better modelling techniques be devised that can yield reasonable order high 
fidelity models of the acoustic systems on interests? 
3) What are the theoretical limits for active noise control techniques? 
4) Are there any better methods to choose weighting functions in 'H00 design for 
acoustic systems. 
5) Can multiple and optimally placed actuators and sensors give order of magnitude 
increase in the performance. And if so, how to obtain such optimal placement and 
optimal number of actuators/sensors needed? 
The quest for answers to above questions will keep research in acoustic noise control 
area very interesting and challenging. 
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